The structure of prison preferred to the chaos of life outside
#walkthefrontline

Emma Ambler
Emma Ambler, Joint Commissioning Manager in the
Mental Health Joint Commissioning Team in Birmingham
and Solihull Clinical Commissioning Groups signed up
to #walkthefrontline with Birmingham Changing Futures
Together, which aims to secure systems change in
the provision of services to people with multiple and
complex needs with the aim of enhancing wellbeing.
During the morning, Emma travelled by bus with the Peer
Mentor to visit a client.
“I learnt a lot chatting on the bus trip, hearing first-hand
about his lived experiences; how he became homeless and his
journey to where he is today,” said Emma. “It really opened
my eyes.”
The Peer Mentor’s approach and its impact impressed Emma.
“Watching him interact with the client, who had a problem
with drugs and was living alone, was amazing. It was clear
he has put time and energy into building a real relationship
based on trust. He acknowledged the challenges the client
faces. Importantly there was no condemnation for the client’s

decisions. It’s this that makes it possible for the client to be
open and honest; he knows he has to change and that he is the
only one who can make the change happen but was able to say
he can’t quite break the destructive cycle yet.
“Saying he couldn’t change yet didn’t mean the focus moved
away from his recovery. The client seemed to listen to the Peer
Mentor and take on board what was said. His defences weren’t
triggered as I imagine they could be if spoken to by someone
who hasn’t experienced problems like those he is facing now.
“The Peer Mentor took the time to listen – it’s hard to see
who else would have had the time to do this so actively. But
there was no sense of stepping in and trying to ‘rescue’ the
individual.”
Typical of the practical support provided was the Peer Mentor’s
offer to accompany the client to a Narcotics Anonymous
meeting that evening and a bus ticket to make sure he could
get there.

“

“It really struck home when the client said they preferred
the structure and order of prison to the chaos of a life they
can’t control on the outside,” continued Emma. “When
in prison he had a roof over his head, regular food and a
routine to stick to. He was also clean of drugs.”

“

“I was struck by the client saying the structure of life in
prison was preferable to the chaos of being on the outside,
addicted to heroin and homeless. I came away really valuing
and being committed to the preventative work being done
by Peer Mentors and Lead Workers.”

Problems began again when he was released without the
support he needed. Bored and lonely, he was caught again in
a destructive downward cycle, in a world where drugs are as
widely available as pick and mix sweets.
“His flat was almost empty; there was nothing to do. It’s easy to
see how the boredom could set in and lead to the destructive
behaviour. The contact with the Peer Mentor made a real
difference. When we arrived, he was pretty low but by the time
we left, about 90 minutes later, he was more positive, leaving
with us to get his prescription.

“The Peer Mentor’s investment of time in the client, and the
simple human contact this provided, is one of the key factors
of change.”
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Emma also met a client who, despite ups and downs, was keen
to sustain and continue the positive change he was making in
his life. “He had nothing in his new accommodation and was
visiting his Lead Worker to get help with things like bedding.
Not really knowing where to start, he got the practical help he
needed from the Lead Worker. They went through the Argos
catalogue together! She also helped him explore courses for
getting the skills he needed to get work, arranged a doctor’s
appointment and promised to remind him to make sure he
got there. He was very grateful and clearly appreciated the
support.”

“It was an eye-opening experience.
Seeing how entrenched these people are in their
behaviour patterns was really valuable.
We can change our approach to acknowledge
this and help encourage and support their
engagement in our services.”

The Birmingham Changing Futures
Together Programme
Birmingham Changing Futures Together is part
of an England-wide programme set up by the Big
Lottery Fund using money raised by National
Lottery players. It improves the effectiveness
of service provision to those with multiple and
complex needs by bringing together organisations
in the sector, identifying and sharing best practice
and establishing new approaches.

The No Wrong Door Network
At the heart of the Changing
Futures approach, the No
Wrong Door Network is a
group of organisations working
together to ensure service users
can access a whole system of
support through one referral.

Lead Work Peer Mentor
Our dedicated Lead Workers, skilled in helping
people navigate the support services available,
work alongside Peer Mentors with lived
experience. This unique combination creates a
tailored and empathetic approach, which bridges
the gap between services and those who use them.

Contact the BVSC Birmingham Changing
Futures Together team for more information.
www.changingfuturesbham.co.uk
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